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From 2022, CMA will conduct a national one-member-one-vote election for all future CMA Member 
Board Directors in a three-year staggered cycle.  Any CMA member in good standing will have the 
right to be included on the ballot in addition to any CMA members put forward  by the nominating 
committee (or any committee that may replace the CMA committee on Nominations.) This is the 
member-supported democratic principle currently applied by at least one of our national sister 
organizations, the CCFP. 

The membership has its rights defined under Chapter 7 of the CMA Act of incorporation and Bylaws, 
including until now attending and voting at the AGM and if chosen as delegates at GC. GC has since 
ceased to function as it was designed and in essence is no longer fit for purpose. As an example, BC 
is sending but 5 of 35 delegates to the virtual GC in 2021. In that, any fair democratic electoral 
function has effectively now been lost, namely in the election of Speaker, Deputy Speaker President 
Board Directors the Chair of the Ethics Committee and other Statutory Committee members. 
Nominations outside of those put out by their Divisions (PTMA’s) under 12.3.3 require a certain 
number of signatures of nominees, which given the drive toward EDI have shown the requirement to 
be onerous and unfair to BIPOC and other potentially marginalized candidates.



For example, in 2021 in Newfoundland with a historically limited pool of indigenous and BIPOC 
candidates with a previous NLMA President, Past CMA President, and now NL Minister of Health 
going on record at GC some years ago in sole opposition of an indigenous leader beseeching 
request for moral support from CMA, a well qualified NLMA  indigenous female candidate felt 
intimidated by the requirement for 50 supporters and almost did not stand for the 2021 CMA Board. 
The same for a Chinese female governance committee candidate with a history of taking on the 
patriarchal ‘Old Guard’ in Vancouver, BC. Worse with PTMA ’s having shown a clear bias in 
nominees toward middle-aged white male candidates, GC has delivered repetitive 
non-representative Boards and committees for decades. Not so in the CMA President-Elect 
candidates where diversity has over the last decade reigned supreme through until now provincial 
but likely soon national democratic one person one vote CMA elections.

At the board level, an EDI outcome with a field of Diverse including BIPOC and diversely thinking 
well-qualified candidates is all the more likely through nationwide participation by our newly 'woke' 
and ever younger and more engaged profession. All power within CMA lies, after each AGM, with the 
board. While the CMA President will likely soon be nationally elected, it makes sense that the 
membership's power now translates directly from the members to a nationally elected and 
accountable board. A board democratically empowered and committed despite varied change in 
government to consistently lead the way and set the pace in all that pertains to health advocacy and 
policy across Canada.
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